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“Raising the Technology & Fulfilling the Customer Needs” is 
the main motto of our Services. 

We value leadership that produces results, but also retains 
our talented staff and keep them motivated to do their 
absolute best. Here we bring this newsletter to share our 
latest updates and new achievements.

Digital Transformation in New Normal 

The New Normal has forced the organization to 
create the bridge for digital transformation and shift 
from physical to digital interaction with customers to 
remote working. It provides an unparallel opportunity 
for all industries, and total reinvention of products, 
services and experience being delivered to the 
market. It also helps to core business functions, such 
as finance, healthcare, manufacturing, and HR, to 
move from manual process to automate key areas to 
enable leaders to focus on wider business
opportunities.

Digital transformation is the integration of digital 
technologies into all fields of the organization, which 
leads to fundamental changes in the operation of the 
company and the value they deliver to their clients. In 
this new reality, we have been able to update our 
digital strategy and provide customers with
innovative and extremely valuable experiences. We 
continually offer frontline services to adapt rapidly to 
the ambition, efficiency, and technological
capabilities of the company to fulfil their ambition. 
We are easily able to access the data to deliver new 
strategic insight and services on a regular basis, it 
keeps company transformation and business
strategy aligned.



New Wins
Hard team work during these tough Covid times

1. IAM AUTH
Digital Smart Services for CKYC & Identity-Access Management

What’s New ?
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Successfully implemented the Privileged Access Management Solution for a large Wealth 
Management Company in India  to protect against the accidental or deliberate misuse of 
privileged access by streamlining the authorization and monitoring of privileged users. 

We have Successfully built a team for one of the largest American retail company in India 
in the niche areas of AI, SAP, HCM Fusion, and Kronos. It is worldwide premier supply chain 
organization with reputation for innovation, speed efficiency and quality.

Successfully implemented multiple security solutions like Rights Mgmt, Priviledge Mgmt & 
Database Access Mgmt for a large credit card company in Saudi Arabia to protect the 
critical data and customer information’s and meet the SAMA regulations and compliance 
with PCI and ISO 27001:2013 standards.

Big win for Skillmine for a Strategic Go-To-Market Alliance with Grant Thornton, which will 
bring together the deep technical security expertise, threat intelligence, and consulting 
practices to offer greater Cyber Protection to businesses in Saudi Arabia.

We have successfully deployed the HR Application on 2716+ stores spread across UK with 
over 5000+ deployment. Delivered encryption changes to 301 stores in phased manner & 
also performing monthly patching up windows security updates across all servers distribut-
ed across multiple environments inclusive of Tesco private cloud. We are also working on 
Azure DevOps services to enhance the process & prepare for Upcoming TAM Cutover. 

Skill-Mine Auth is a flexible, drop-in solution to add
authentication and authorization services to your applications 
(with OAUTH2, OPENID CONNECT, SAML, AD, LDAP, Classical Login, 
Password Less auth, Social Logins and Enterprise providers). One 
can connect any application to Skill-Mine Auth and define the 
identity providers you want to use (how you want your users to 
log in). Skill-Mine Auth will verify their identity and send the 
required information back to the app.



2. New Software Factory

Tensorflow

We continuously adapting new software that enable to 
serve and interact with customer better. This time we 
have new technology on Artificial Intelligence with 
Machine Learning in Chat Bots. Which help users to 
self-service, answer the questions, access the orders, 
and make appointments. It Is important to introduce 
new technology to our viewers to be in a flow, we bring 
Tensorflow and Dialogflow

3. Our New Office to Facilitate Growth 

4. Scaling our Automation Journey

Achievements do not look back, it always opens the way to success, stepping 
toward success We are excited to announce the opening of our New Office in New 
York. We are all set to Explore!

We are pleased to announce our partnership with RPA leader
Automation Anywhere to leverage RPA, driving improved results for our 
customers across the board.

Our new business partner “Automation Anywhere” we truly 
believe this partnership will increase the business capability 
and our customer across the world.

TensorFlow is an open source library for numerical computation and large-scale 
machine learning. It allows developers to create dataflow graphs—structures that 
describe how data moves through a graph, or a series of processing nodes.  It can 
train and run deep neural networks for handwritten digit classification, image 
recognition, word embeddings, recurrent neural networks, sequence-to-se-
quence models for machine translation, natural language processing, and PDE 
(partial differential equation) based simulations.

Dialogflow
Dialogflow is a natural language understanding platform that makes it easy to 
design and integrate a conversational user interface into your mobile app, web 
application, device, bot and interactive voice response system.
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SONY ICICI

Introducing Vikas Tripathi

Skillmine Inseed Program

We are excited to inform about the addition of Mr. Vikas Tripathi
as President of sales, to the Skillmine family in London, UK.

The objective of this program is to incubate a talented pool of resources, who would be fully up-skilled to take up 
any challenging assignments with ongoing projects. With this program, Skillmine delivers freshly cooked talent 
that contributes to our customer’s business. Keeping this program in mind, we did a program for Sony and ICICI.

The talent aquisition HR & SKillmine Delivery team 
successfully delivered Information Security based 
capability programme for 2020 for Sony.

The INSEED Program for Information Security was 
successfully delived for SONY, covering topics like 
McAfee, Splunk & other areas of Information Security.

INSEED program for ICICI IT command center was 
successful, giving focus around Infrastructure 
Aplication and Incident Manegement support area.

A new program for INSEED for the entire network 
engineering and support is currently work in 
progress to be delivered to ICICI by December 2020.

Vikas holds Ability to build and mentor global sales, account
management and services teams to deliver trusted and perceptible 
value for clients, whilst defining and implementing Business Development 
strategies for new and existing solutions and services. Over 17 years of 
experience in a variety of roles aligned to Financial Services, with a keen 
passion for technology Vikas will drive our strategic customer
relationships in the UK.

Vikas is based in London, UK and can be reached on
vikas.tripathi@skill-mine.com
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